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Summary:

The report “Greenhouse: Global Market Intelligence (2011-2020)” provides market intelligence on

the different market segments, based on type, material, technology, and geography. Market size

and forecast (2011-2020) has been provided in the report. The primary objectives of this report

are to provide 1) comprehensive global market intelligence through detailed segmentation, 2)

market size and forecasts, growth rates, market dynamics, industry structure and developments,

market situation, trends, 3) detailed analysis of current dynamics and trends, key market players,

and strategies in the market, 4) detailed value chain analysis and review of growth factors

essential for the existing market players and new entrants, 5) provide emerging opportunities in

the market and the future impact of major drivers and restraints of the market and, 6) support

decision makers in making cost-effective business decisions.

Since the COVID-19 virus outbreak in December 2019, the disease has spread to almost 100

countries around the globe with the World Health Organization declaring it a public health

emergency. The global impacts of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) are already starting

to be felt, and will significantly affect the Greenhouse 3900 market in 2020.

COVID-19 can affect the global economy in three main ways: by directly affecting production and

demand, by creating supply chain and market disruption, and by its financial impact on firms

and financial markets.

The outbreak of COVID-19 has brought effects on many aspects, like flight cancellations; travel

bans and quarantines; restaurants closed; all indoor events restricted; over forty countries state

of emergency declared; massive slowing of the supply chain; stock market volatility; falling

business confidence, growing panic among the population, and uncertainty about future.
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Understanding the segments helps in identifying the importance of different factors that aid

the

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In our market size and forecast determination efforts, an extensive secondary research was

initially completed to gain a good perspective of the market in each region. Extensive primary

research was also carried out by interviewing the key executives from the industry. These

interviews helped us to fill-in the data gaps after secondary research. Several secondary sources

such as encyclopedia, directories, and databases have been used to identify and collect

information useful for this extensive techno-commercial study. The respondents – selected

experts from manufacturers and selected suppliers – have been interviewed to obtain and verify

critical information as well as to assess the future prospects. The usage of obtained information

is based on the perceived reliability by the research team. In many cases, a combination of

several sources was used. Sprout Intelligence provides an in-depth analysis of the market

segmentation, which is a critical element of the market intelligence reports at Sprout

Intelligence.

KEY AUDIENCE

Executives in marketing, strategic planning and new product development will find such

discussions in our reports pertinent and useful. Management consultants, investment bankers,

manufacturers, distributors, suppliers, and regulatory authorities are amongst our regular

clientele served.
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DATA SOURCES

The general data sources used in this report are company websites, trade association

publications, regulatory authorities, journals, magazines, news websites, press releases, media

publications, interaction with industry experts, company executives, research papers, articles,

patents, scientific literature, among many others.

KEY FINDINGS FROM THE REPORT

- The global greenhouse market is expected to grow at a CAGR of more than 10% from 2016 to

2020.

- Europe is expected to be the largest market for greenhouse.

- Key players in this market are Rough Brothers, Heliospectra, Terrasphere Systems, Argus

Control Systems, LumiGrow, Ceres Greenhouse Solutions, Hort Americas, JFE Engineering

Corporation, Nexus Corporation, Certhon, GreenTech Agro LLC, and Richel Group SA among

many others.

- Sprout Intelligence expert team estimated that the global greenhouse market in 2015 was

worth more than USD 25 Billion.
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NOTE : Our team is studying Covid19 and its impact on various industry verticals and wherever

required we will be considering covid19 footprints for a better analysis of markets and

industries. Cordially get in touch for more details.
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